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Abstract: The resilience of a water distribution system (WDS) is defined as its ability to prepare,
respond to, and recover from a catastrophic failure event such as an earthquake or intentional
contamination. Robustness (ROB), one of the components of resilience, is the ability to maintain
functionality to meet customer demands. Recently, the traditional probability-based system
performance perspective has begun to shift toward the ROB and system performance variation point
of view. This paper provides a state-of-the-art review of WDS ROB-based approaches proposed in
three research categories: Design, operation, and management. While few pioneering works have
been published in the latter two areas, an ROB indicator was proposed and thoroughly investigated
for WDS design. Then, some future works are recommended in each of the three domains to promote
developments in WDS ROB. Finally, a brief summary of this paper is presented, from which the final
conclusions of the state-of-the-art review and recommendations are drawn. The new paradigm of
WDS ROB-based design, operation, and management is in its infant stage and should be carved out
in future studies.
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1. Introduction

The resilience of a water distribution system (WDS) is defined as its ability to prepare, respond to,
and recover from a catastrophic failure event such as an earthquake or intentional contamination [1,2].
Therefore, resilience considers the following system performance characteristics before, during,
and after the failure: Robustness (ROB), redundancy (REDU), rapidity (RAP), and resourcefulness
(RES) (the so-called 4Rs) [1,3]. While the first two are related to pre-failure system performance
characteristics, the latter two are related to post-failure ones.

ROB is generally defined as the ability of the system to maintain its functionality
(system performance level) to supply the required quantity of water to customers at the acceptable
pressure and quality [4–6]. A group of researchers have defined ROB as the ability to reduce the
impact of component failures and used the optimum connectively level of a network to measure the
system ROB [7]. WDS ROB can be improved by installing bigger pipes and pumps, which can help
maintain the service pressure above the minimum requirement [1]. REDU is related to the system’s
alternative ways and paths of supplying water to customers. Parallel pipes and/or dense grid network
configurations are considered for WDS REDU. Therefore, ROB and REDU are improved by pre-failure
actions on the system (physical measures).
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RAP and RES are related to the post-failure system performance. RAP is the speed of responding
to (and recovering from) a failure event [1], and is generally measured by the time to recover (TTR) to
normal conditions [8]. For example, the early detection of pipe burst/leakage and cyberattack reduces
the TTR and improves system RAP [9–12]. To repair the failed components of a WDS, and resume
normal operations, human and material resources should be prepared and dispatched effectively.
Securing emergency water volume in tanks and bottled water can help mitigate the impact of service
interruptions from pipe breaks and segment isolation [1,13–15]. A WDS with a large number of human
resources for failure detection and repair (e.g., inspectors, engineers, and laborers) [16] has a higher
RES than one that lacks resources, because the simultaneous repair of multiple failures is possible.

The four resilience components are interdependent: Improving one can lead to the enhancement of
the others. Redundant network connectivity (e.g., emergency pipe connection among district metering
areas (DMAs)) provides access to available water volume in tanks located in neighboring DMAs.
Water resources/supply during seismic events can be preserved by the robust physical strength of
tanks and associated pipelines. Moreover, rapid response to pipe and pump failures can be achieved
with a sufficient number of emergency response staff and teams for dispatch.

This paper conducts a state-of-the-art literature review of WDS ROB studies and recommends
potential research topics in the ROB context. Before the advent of the ROB concept [5,17], reliability (REL)
was long considered as the measure of system performance in the WDS domain [18–22]. System REL is
defined as the ability to supply the required quantity of water to customers at the appropriate pressure
and quality, and is generally quantified according to service success probability [4]. Jung et al. [4]
confirmed that using an ROB measure, i.e., the coefficient of variation of stochastic pressures, resulted in
networks that performed consistently under uncertain failure conditions (i.e., pipe burst and fire flow)
that were not considered in the design phase, compared with traditional REL-based design. Details on
the mathematical comparisons between REL and ROB will be described in the following section.

ROB is related to the persistence of system performance; hence, it is clearly distinguished from
other traditional system performance characteristics (such as REL, availability, and connectivity).
Jung et al. [15] proved from their two correlation analyses of eight system performance metrics using
16 real WDSs that ROB has a weak correlation with traditional reliability and availability measures.
A non-robust WDS shows significantly reduced functionality from disturbances and high pressure
fluctuations owing to normal demand variations; in terms of water quality, stable chlorine concentration
should be maintained in a robust system. Therefore, proper methodologies and indicators should be
used to secure and improve WDS ROB effectively.

First, this paper summarizes previous studies on WDS ROB with respect to three research categories:
Design, operation, and management (Section 2). Then, some future works are recommended for each of
the three domains in Section 3 to promote the development of the field of WDS ROB. Finally, Section 4
provide a brief summary of the whole paper from which final conclusions on the state-of-the-art review
and recommendations are drawn.

2. Robustness-Based Approaches

This section provides a detailed review of recent ROB-based methodologies proposed for the
following: (1) WDS design and planning, (2) operation, and (3) management. Note that the review
mainly focuses on methodologies that rigorously fit the definition of ROB (see the previous section)
although some papers do not explicitly use the term “robustness.” On the other hand, there are many
studies that use the term “robustness” that deal with other system performance characteristics such
as reliability.

Recent ROB studies can be classified into two groups: (1) Studies in the first category propose
a ROB indicator that quantifies the level of system ROB for WDS design, operation, and management;
(2) those in the second category develop a ROB-based framework/model with which robust planning
and management solutions are derived. The following subsections provide details on the two groups
of studies.
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2.1. Design and Planning

2.1.1. Hydraulic Robustness

The term “robustness” was first used in Kapelan, et al. [23] in the context of WDS design and
planning. They proposed a multi-objective optimal WDS design model that minimized total system
cost and maximized system robustness, and investigated the tradeoff between the two objectives for
a range of uncertainty levels of nodal demand and pipe roughness. The ROB in [23] was quantified
with the traditional REL formulation, meaning the probability that the stochastic nodal pressure is
greater than or equal to the minimum pressure requirement.

RELi = Prob(Pi ≥ Pmin; i = 1, . . . , n), (1)

where RELi is the reliability at node i, Prob() is a probability function of a given condition defined in
the parenthesis, Pi and Pmin are the random and minimum required pressure at node i, respectively,
and n is the number of nodes.

Giustolisi et al. [17] were the first to develop the ROB indicator (α) that explicitly incorporates the
variations in stochastic pressure, which was maximized while minimizing the total system cost in their
robustness-based WDS design model. The ROB indicator was calculated by the residual between the
average pressure head and minimum pressure head divided by the standard deviation of stochastic
pressure heads. Therefore, the proposed multi-objective WDS design seeks a design solution with
high average pressure and low pressure variations to maximize α. In [17], another robustness concept
was introduced in formulating the system’s representative ROB value given the nodal ROB values:
The system ROB value was calculated by the ROB value at the worst-performing node (the critical
node). The Apulian network design problem was solved by the robustness-based design model in
which the impact of uncertain demand and roughness and the type of probability density functions
used were investigated from the resulting optimal cost and layout.

Puccini et al. [24] also proposed an ROB indicator for WDS design, which was computed from the
average ratio of the number of nodes (Nw) with deficit pressure (node with pressure lower than the
allowable minimum pressure) under single pipe failure conditions. The ROB indicator is calculated by
1 minus Nw as follows:
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where np is the total number of pipes, and no
k is the number of nodes with deficit pressure under the

kth pipe’s break condition (k = 1, . . . , np). However, the proposed index does not indicate the severity
of failure and variation.

The coefficient of variation (COV) obtained given uncertain independent variables (in WDS,
with varying nodal demand and pipe roughness from disturbances) can indicate the average-normalized
level of variation of dependent variables (pressure and pipe flow). Therefore, the COV is the critical
statistic that can be used in quantifying the ROB of a system. Inspired by this fact, Jung et al. [4]
proposed a ROB indicator calculated based on the COV of stochastic pressures as

ROBi = 1−
(
σP

Pavg

)
i

(3)

where ROBi is the robustness at node i, and Pavg and σP are the average and standard deviations of
stochastic pressure, respectively (COV =

σP
Pavg

). With regard to the proposed ROB scheme, a network
yielding pressures in the range 23–33 m is preferred over that with pressures in the range 18–38 m given
the same average pressure of 28 m (40 psi) (Figure 1). The system ROB was defined as the minimum
nodal ROB value (=min(ROBi, i = 1, . . . , n)). Therefore, increasing the system ROB decreases the
variations in stochastic pressure while maximizing the average pressure at the critical node.
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Figure 1. Pressure variations in a robust water distribution system.

They incorporated the proposed ROB indicator into a multi-objective WDS design model to minimize
the total system cost and maximize the ROB. Two types of the Anytown network design problems [25],
i.e., pipe-only design and pipe and pump design problems, were solved using the proposed ROB-based
and traditional REL-based design models. They were the first to quantitatively verify that the ROB-based
design performs better than the REL-based design under pipe break and fire flow conditions not considered
in the design phase. It was also confirmed that considering the ROB maximization objective resulted in
engineeringly sound pipe configurations in which transmission lines are installed across the center of
each pressure zone that small pipes either tap into or branch out from.

In their follow-up study [15], they investigated correlation between the ROB indicator and
other reliability measures based on values obtained from 16 real networks with diverse characteristics
(including network size and density, number of reservoirs, and average pipe size). It was mathematically
proved that the ROB indicator has a weak correlation with the traditional REL measure (service success
probability measured by Equation (1)), but it can be used as a surrogate measure of (1) system
availability [25] quantified under single pipe failure conditions with 100% valve installation (N rule),
and (2) seismic reliability [26] quantified under multiple pipe failure conditions during an earthquake.
For example, the Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.06 was obtained between the minimum nodal
ROB and minimum nodal REL. The minimum and demand-weighted averaged nodal ROBs have
a correlation coefficient of 0.82 and 0.85, respectively, with the system availability metric. The seismic
reliability indicator has a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 0.89 with the minimum nodal ROB.
Therefore, it was again confirmed that the ROB indicator, which does not take into account mechanical
failure conditions in quantification but considers only hydraulic failure, can accurately reflect the
system performance consistency under various disturbance conditions, and thus effectively constrain
failure severity when used in WDS design optimization [1,4].

While Jung et al. [4] identified the effect of using the ROB indicator in pipe sizing given a fixed
network layout, their follow-up study [27] investigated the use of the ROB indicator in the simultaneous
determination of pipe sizes and layout (Table 1). They compared the Pareto optimal pipe design
solutions of a large water grid network obtained by two types of design approaches: (1) The ROB- and
REL-based approaches (hydraulic) and (2) two topological-metric-based approaches to minimize the
total system cost and maximize the average node degree or meshedness coefficient ratios [7]. Jung and
Kim [27] tried to derive a generalized conclusion on the features of ROB-based design and the indicator
based on optimized network pipe sizes and layouts. Note that Jung et al. [15] tried to do the same
based on the results of the correlation analysis between different indicator values of a number of
networks (Table 1).

Comparison of the two studies confirmed that using the ROB-based approach resulted in the most
engineeringly sound layout and pipe hierarchy (smooth decrease in pipe sizes from the upstream to
the downstream) among the four design approaches. In the ROB-based designs, as the total system
cost increased, the Pareto optimal design added small distribution pipes to the two transmission
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pipelines passing through the center of the grid network. Note that the smallest pipe (50 mm) was
added without a hydraulic purpose but simply to increase the number of pipes in the system in the
topological-metric-based design.

Table 1. Summary of a group of consequential ROB studies in the context of WDS design.

Reference Main Novelty Study Network Decision Variable Methodology

Jung et al. [4]
Proposed a pressure-COV-based
ROB indicator and ROB-based

design approach

Anytown
network

Pipe sizes and
pump capacity NSGA-II

Puccini et al. [24]

Proposed a ROB indicator (based
on the averaged ratio of the

number of nodes with deficit
pressure under single pipe failure

conditions)

Two hypothetical
networks and a

real network
Pipe sizes

Multi-objective
Simulated
Annealing

Jung et al. [15]

Investigated the correlation
between different system

performance indicators (including
the ROB indicator proposed in

Jung et al. [4])

16 real networks Not considered
Pearson and

Spearman rank
correlation

Jung and Kim [27]

Compared the Pareto optimal
pipe sizes and layout obtained by
four design approaches (including

the ROB-based approach)

A large grid
network

The installation of
a pipe to each link

and pipe sizes
NSGA-II

Yazdani et al. [28]
Used graph theory indicators to

measure structural ROB for WDS
expansion

A large real
network Network layout

Graph theory (not
based on

optimization)

The planning of the water system, consisting of water supply and distribution systems, generally
considers temporally longer and spatially larger scales than the design: (1) A long time period
(e.g., 50 years) is considered, and (2) not only WDS components (pipe, pump, valve, etc.) but also those
of the water supply system (WSS) (water treatment plants, bulk water supply pipes, etc.) are determined.
Therefore, a number of uncertainties are associated with water system planning. For example, decisions
are made with the imperfect knowledge and information on the future development of the area and
changes in public sentiment on water reuse [29,30].

An ROB concept has been applied to solve the planning problem and provide a compromise
solution that performs well for all potential future scenarios [29–39] (“robust planning” or “robust
optimization”). In robust planning, the planning/design period is often discretized into two to
three periods over which adaptive decisions are made based on the information available over
time. Therefore, the multiperiod-based robust planning approach can reduce system regret cost
(i.e., overpayment and supplementary cost) by reducing the gap between what is implemented and
what is actually needed. Another way to maintain the performance of the resultant solution is
to minimize the variations in total system cost across potential future scenarios (second objective),
in addition to minimizing the average total system cost (first objective) [29,30]. Note that the regret
cost is computed by the absolute residual between the cost of the compromise (overall) solution and
that of the scenario-optimal solution.

2.1.2. Structural Robustness

Compared with hydraulic ROB, structural ROB gives more weight to considering WDS connectivity
than to hydraulic performance and its variations, which helps reduce the risk of water service
outage [7,40]. Therefore, graph theory methodologies, which take into account network topological
characteristics, are often used as the underlying analytical tool to investigate structural ROB [28].

Table 2 summarizes several representative structural ROB measures based on graph theory,
which can be divided into two groups: Statistical and spectral [40]. Statistical indicators, such as
average node-degree, average path length, and central-point dominance, quantify the organizational
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properties of the network based on the most frequent motifs and structural patterns, and relate them
to network ROB and dynamics [40]. Spectral indicators (e.g., algebraic connectivity, spectral gap,
and spectral radius), derived from the spectrum of a network adjacency matrix, quantify the network
invariants that reveal useful information on the well-connectedness of the network, connectivity
strength, and failure tolerance (e.g., link- and node-connectivity) [40].

Table 2. Summary of structural ROB indicators based on graph theory.

Type Metric Definition Reference

Statistical
Average node-degree Average value of the node-degree

distribution Newman [41]

Average path length Average value of the geodesic
distances between all pairs of nodes Costa et al. [42]

Central-point dominance Average difference in betweenness of
the most central point and all others Freeman [43]

Spectral
Algebraic connectivity The second smallest eigenvalue of

Laplacian matrix of the network Fiedler [44]

Spectral gap
The difference between first and
second eigenvalues of graph’s

adjacency matrix
Estrada [45]

Spectral Radius The largest eigenvalue of the
adjacency matrix Bonacich [46]

The higher the algebraic connectivity, the more difficult it is to split the network into independent
components [47]. A high average node degree indicates numerous possible connections (detours) in
the network. The shorter the average path length, the greater the network water supply efficiency [48].
A network with high central-point dominance is a more centralized network [43]. The lower the
spectral gap, the easier it is to split into sub regions by small failures [47]. A robust network has a low
spectral radius value [47].

Few efforts have been made to apply structural ROB metrics to WDS design. Yazdani and
Jeffrey [7] investigated the structural ROB of benchmark WDSs to identify vulnerable nodes or links
under random failure of components. The results showed that algebraic connectivity and spectral gap
are the important factors in determining structural ROB. Yazdani et al. [28] explored a WDS expansion
problem using structural ROB analysis. The method was applied to the WDS of a developing country
with a different expansion strategy, i.e., branched to looped (reflected by meshedness coefficient).
The study concluded that the looped system has greater ROB as well as REDU.

In this section, we reviewed the state-of-the-art studies on WDS ROB for design and planning.
In the context of WDS design, the ROB indicator has evolved in a way to incorporate the characteristics
of system ROB more effectively, i.e., the persistence of system performance, by using the coefficient of
variation of stochastic pressure. Consequential follow-up studies investigated the relationship between
ROB and other traditional REL measures and the impact of considering the metric on layout and pipe
size design. Robustness planning frameworks have also been proposed as an alternative that performs
well over a set of future scenarios. We summarized structural ROB indicators and studies used them
for WDS design.

2.2. Operation

WDS consists of various control components, such as pump, valve, and tank, which alter their state
dynamically. Variable speed pumps change their speed to increase water head gain while additional
pumps are turned on to deliver increased flow. The opening area of the flow control valve is altered in
response to varying system conditions. From a hydraulic point of view, the purpose of WDS operation
is to provide the required quantity of water at the required consistent pressure under disturbances.
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Therefore, the ROB concept should be applied to WDS operation problems to investigate its various
aspects. However, little success has been achieved in incorporating the ROB concept in these problems,
mainly because of the lack of ROB awareness in the domain.

Jung et al. [5] proposed a robustness-constrained WDS pump design and operation model to
minimize total pump construction and operation costs with a constraint on the level of operational
ROB. In their study, the system operational ROB index was defined as the maximum value of nodal
daily maximum pressure differences in the system. This was the first study that converted dynamic
system performance under unsteady conditions into a single ROB measure. The study confirmed
that constraining the pressure variations in a day led to the installation of a greater number of small
pumps than the least-cost approach, in which a few large pumps were constructed. A nonlinear
tradeoff relationship was identified between the daily maximum pressure difference and the total
pump construction and operation costs.

Di Nardo et al. [49] applied various graph theory measures (algebraic connectivity, spectral
gap, and spectral radius) to divide WDS into subsections for operation and management purposes.
They proved that ROB analysis based on graph theory provides useful metrics for continuity checks
and network partitioning.

2.3. Management

In this study, WDS management is defined as the organization and coordination of system
monitoring and failure response activities to achieve the system’s water supply goal. Over the last
decade, few efforts have been made to introduce ROB in management activities such as pipe burst
detection and segment isolation [2,50]. A pipe burst is the rupture caused by pipe deterioration,
excessive pressure, and earthquakes, which should be promptly detected and located to repair or
replace with a new pipe to avoid further collateral damage [8]. Numerous data-driven methods have
been proposed to detect abnormal patterns in system hydraulic data (pressure and pipe flow) measured
in a meter network (a group of meters installed over the system) [51,52]. Once a pipe burst is located,
adjacent valves are shut down for recovery actions, which can cause water service interruptions in the
area bounded by the valves (i.e., segment) [2,13,14].

Although pipe burst detectability increases with the increase in the number of meters [8], the total
number of meters that can be installed in a system is generally constrained by budget and potential
meter installation sites. Therefore, a limited number of meters are placed at their optimal location to
provide informative data for system management and surveillance purposes. Little effort has been
made to consider meter failure conditions (e.g., from mechanical issues or cyberattack) in optimal meter
placement, which significantly reduces the quality/amount of system information in data acquired
from the meter network. Jung and Kim [50] proposed a measure for the mechanical ROB of a meter
network calculated by the coefficient of variation of detection probabilities (DPs) under single meter
failure conditions, which was incorporated in a multi-objective meter placement model for WDS pipe
burst detection to minimize the total meter cost, rate of false alarms, and mechanical ROB measure,
and maximize DP. It was confirmed that the proposed ROB-based model can determine the optimal
meter location and best combination of meters (among pressure and pipe flow meters) to maintain
high detectability under meter failure conditions.

Having large segments with many nodes and pipes within the system increases the risk of extensive
service interruptions. To avoid such collateral service failures and improve system ROB, large segments
should be divided into multiple smaller segments of manageable size by installing additional valves;
this decreases the potential maximum undelivered demand under pipe break conditions. Given budget
constraints and limited spatial availability, the optimal number and location of valves should be
determined for the installation problem. Choi et al. [2] were the first to introduce the concept of ROB
in WDS optimal valve installation. They developed a ROB-based valve installation method that (1)
prioritizes segments based on segment total demand and the existence of important public facilities
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(e.g., hospital, elderly center, fire station), and (2) selects the segments where valves should be installed
to minimize the maximum undelivered segment demand under pipe break conditions.

3. Recommendations

This section raises some research issues and provides recommendations for future studies.
More efforts should be made to better understand WDS ROB and its effects on system performance
and operational/management efficiency.

One should be always note that ROB is one of the components of resilience (along with REDU, RAP,
and RES). Therefore, the relationship between ROB and the other components should be investigated
for successful response to (and recovery from) WDS failure events. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, no study has been performed to investigate the effects of pre-failure system performance
measures (ROB and REDU) on post-failure performance measures (RAP and RES). Constructing a
pipe network with low failure severity (i.e., a robust network) would help the system rapidly resume
normal operations (high rapidity). To investigate the aforementioned issues, proper quantification
methods and measures should be developed for REDU, RAP, and RES. For example, how can we
comprehensively measure the RES of a WDS? Addressing this question is not as simple as just counting
the number of response team members or the number of available emergency water supply vehicles.

3.1. Design and Planning

Although the ROB measure proposed in [4] considers the persistence of WDS performance,
it is not as intuitive as the traditional probability-based reliability measure (Equation (1)) which
indicates service success probability. For example, the ROB value of 0.8 does not accurately reflect the
system’s water supply capacity but it could be used to compare different system designs. On the other
hand, a reliability of 0.8 indicates 80% satisfaction of the minimum pressure requirement constraint.
Therefore, rigorous analysis should be conducted to provide guidance on selecting the threshold ROB
value to support engineering decision-making. This can be achieved with a large number of networks
with various layouts and characteristics to derive a generalized conclusion on the selection.

The relationship between ROB and other existing reliability/resilience measures can be further
examined. While Jung et al. [15] investigated the relationship between ROB and the traditional reliability
measures (e.g., single-pipe failure availability and seismic reliability), other types of system performance
measures (e.g., Todini’s resilience [53], its modified versions, and entropy-based reliability [54]) can
also be used. Network topological indicators and a combined measure [55] can be used to identify
the association between ROB and network topological characteristics (e.g., degree of looping [7],
loop diameter uniformity). One can either (1) identify the relationship from a scatter plot of each of the
two performance measures quantified in various networks [15], or (2) determine the Pareto relationship
from the Pareto optimal design solutions obtained by minimizing the total cost and maximizing the
two measures in a single network [55,56].

Finally, a novel robust planning approach should be developed to obtain a cost-effective
compromise solution that performs well across potential future scenarios (e.g., high demand-low
supply, low demand-high supply conditions). While most previous planning approaches have been
applied to simple or simplified planning problems, it is more likely to have a redundant planning
solution in a large real-world planning problem, if the average and variations in total system costs
(the sum of total construction and regret costs) are minimized, just to decrease the gap between costs in
different scenarios. In this case, the regret cost should be maintained within a reasonable range.

3.2. Operation and Management

The adoption of ROB in WDS operation and management (O&M) is at a relatively early stage
compared with the domain of design and planning. First, the existing ROB index should be extended
for quantifying the persistence of system performance under various unsteady conditions, in which
system components such as pumps, valves, and tanks change their state simultaneously (e.g., ON/OFF,
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degree of opening) in response to disturbances (e.g., demand fluctuations, hydraulic and mechanical
failure conditions). For example, Jung et al. [5]’s ROB indicator for pump operation could be improved
to take into account varying undelivered total demand from segment isolation caused by neighboring
valve closures for the recovery of a failed pipe.

Another research field to be pioneered is the development of ROB-based operational and
management frameworks from which optimal O&M solutions are produced. Given that the level of
uncertainties is still high even in the time-scale generally considered in WDS operation (e.g., minutes,
hours, days), an optimal operational decision could be no longer optimal in an hour in which
unanticipated system condition unfolds. As in WDS robust planning, minimizing the system’s failure
severity under uncertain future condition (shorter time horizon for operation than planning) helps
improve system ROB and the interesting research question is on how we can produce operational
strategies to guarantee such performance characteristics. Some examples are by Zhuang et al. [9] and
Jung et al. [57]. Zhuang et al. proposed an adaptive pump operation approach to provide usable pressure
under pipe break and system repair/recovery conditions. Jung et al. developed a real-time pump
operation model based on a dynamic process that rolls forward with each update of the supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system monitoring information and demand forecast.

While Jung and Kim [50] proposed an ROB indicator to quantify the consistency of burst
detectability of a meter network under meter failure conditions, the meter network’s ROB should
also be considered in other meter-data-driven management activities and problems. ROB can be
incorporated in state estimation network design where the optimal measurement locations, intervals,
and type of measurements are determined to estimate state variables of interest that cannot be directly
measured (e.g., nodal demands) [58]. Nodal demands are estimated using pressure and pipe flow
measurements in WDS demand estimation problems, in which variations in estimation accuracy
measures (e.g., root-mean-square-error) can be minimized to maintain the level of information in data
under meter failure conditions.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This review first described the general definition and characteristics of WDS ROB. ROB is the
system’s ability to maintain its functionality to supply water under disturbances, and should be
understood as one of the four components of resilience (along with REDU, RAP, RES). Therefore, ROB is
distinguished from traditional REL measures that are often quantified based on service success
probability. Then, the state-of-the-art of ROB-based approaches were reviewed in three research areas
of WDS: (1) Design and planning, (2) operation, and (3) management. These studies can be classified
into two groups: (1) Development of ROB indicators and (2) proposing ROB-based frameworks from
which a robust solution (for design, planning, and O&M) is derived. WDS ROB is a new research field
pioneered during the last decade; hence, the majority of previous ROB studies focus on developing a
ROB indicator for WDS design and planning.

Most ROB measures are incorporated into the variations of system performance of interest.
Jung et al. [4]’s ROB indicator for design was computed from the coefficient of variation of stochastic
pressure, whereas Jung and Kim [50]’s measure was calculated by the coefficient of variation of DPs
under single meter failure conditions. While pressure was considered a WDS performance indicator in
the former study, DP was used to quantify a meter network’s performance in the latter. The difference
and uniqueness of the proposed ROB indicator were confirmed in subsequent studies [15,27]. A few
robust planning approaches/frameworks have been proposed to obtain a robust water and wastewater
infrastructure under uncertain future scenarios.

While little effort has been devoted to introducing ROB in the O&M domain, a few pioneering
works have been published. First, a ROB-based pump design and scheduling model was proposed
to smoothen the pressure trajectory during the day. The proposed ROB indicator is the first attempt
to incorporate dynamic system performance under unsteady conditions into a single ROB measure.
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In the domain of WDS management, a ROB-based optimal valve installation method was introduced
to minimize the potential total undelivered demand under segment isolation (i.e., failure severity).

This paper was then finalized by delivering some recommendations for future studies.
Understanding the various aspects of WDS performance helps pave the way for a resilient system
that can efficiently prepare, respond to, and recover from catastrophic failure events. Traditional
probability-based system performance point of view is being shifted toward the system performance
variation, ROB, and other resilience-based point of view. The new paradigm of WDS ROB-based
design and O&M has just begun and should be carved out in subsequent studies.
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